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WEST AFRICA

There’s another 
plague on the way

With a chartered surveillance helicopter, 
drones, camping and treatment materials, 
West African countries are preparing 
for an anticipated locust invasion. Ten 
countries – Algeria, Burkina Faso, Chad, 
Libya, Mali, Morocco, Mauritania, 
Niger, Senegal and Tunisia – are working 
together under the Commission for the 
Control of Desert Locusts in the Western 
Region. They have also sent pesticides 
to Chad and Niger, which are close to 
Sudan, a country already in the midst of 
a locust crisis.
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AFRICAN UNION

Jamming with the 
‘Jab ambassador’

The Africa Centres for Disease Control  
institution has appointed Nigerian 
musician Yemi Alade as its ambassador 
for vaccination, part of a campaign 
to increase vaccination rates for 
Covid-19 across the continent. Africa 
is lagging behind other continents  – 
only 12.33% of the African population 
are vaccinated against the virus 
and just 0.91% have been boosted. 
Alade’s discography includes hits like 
Deceive (more than 19-million views 
on YouTube), Sweety (1.9-million) 
and Fire, released in December  
(1.8 -million).

Interpol sets sights  
on sex predators

In its largest ever collaboration with 
the aid sector, Interpol is running 
an $11-million operation dubbed 
Project Soteria, to prevent sexual 
abuse, exploitation and harrassment, 
specifically in humanitarian work. It is 
being implemented in Africa and Asia 
and funded by the UK government. 
Interpol says that the undertaking 
“predominantly focuses on prevention 
– reducing the risk of sex offenders 
working in the aid sector” but will 
ensure that “the strongest mechanisms 
for detecting, investigating and 
reporting cases are in place”. 

AID SECTOR



UKRAINE

Wagner mercs  
take a working  
trip out of Africa

When Ukraine’s president said “enemy 
sabotage groups” had entered Kyiv with 
a kill list on which he was the prime 
target, he reportedly was referring to 
mercenaries from the Wagner Group, 
a private Russian militia that has been 
active in the Central African Republic 
and, more recently, Mali. The Times 
newspaper in the UK reports that 
the group, “flew in mercenaries from 
Africa five weeks ago on a mission to 
decapitate Zelensky’s government in 
return for a handsome financial bonus”.

CAMEROON

President ventures 
offside in Fifa fumble

Rigobert Song was named the 
new national men’s football team 
coach but in a manner that might 
attract sanctions from Fifa: he was 
appointed on the orders of the 
country’s president, Paul Biya. The 
famous former Liverpool defender 
has played 137 international matches 
for the Indomitable Lions, including 
as captain, and was teammates with 
Samuel Eto’o – the new president of 
Cameroon’s football association. Fifa 
rules require members to avoid any 
form of political interference.
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Off-key: Rigobert Song was appointed 
national men’s coach by the president

KENYA

No prayers, please  
–  just thoughts

The Atheists in Kenya Association 
has asked that the government not 
make prayer days in public schools 
mandatory ahead of national 
examinations. The group believes that 
children should be allowed to make 
their own decisions regarding beliefs. 
“We have written to Education [cabinet 
secretary] Prof George Magoha asking 
him to ban forced prayers in schools. 
We know he won’t do anything, but we 
are happy that the Kenyan Media has 
highlighted this issue,” the association 
said. “We will press on.”
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MOROCCO

Women’s Africa Cup 
of Nations line-up

Morocco will host the 2022 Wafcon – 
the Women’s Africa Cup of Nations, 
from 2 to 23 July. Twelve teams will 
be competing: Botswana, Burundi, 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Morocco, 
Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Togo, 
Tunisia, Uganda and Zambia. That 
is four teams more than the last 
tournament, hosted by Ghana in 2018. 
The 2020 edition was cancelled due to 
the Covid pandemic. This year’s edition 
is the 12th Wafcon. 

AFRICAN CITIES

Top of the league

Africa’s top eight business cities are 
as follows: Cairo (pictured below), 
Algiers, Johannesburg, Casablanca, 
Nairobi, Cape Town, Accra and Lagos 
in that order, according to a new Statista 

Global Business Cities Report.  It covers 
200 cities and scores them on several 
measures including their “economy, 
business environment, society and 
charisma”. Cairo, also the largest city 
in the Middle East, is described as 
both ancient and modern, well suited 
for both historical tourism and doing  
business.

SOUTH SUDAN

People are still dying
here, lest we forget

The United Nations says hundreds of 
people are still being killed in South 
Sudan’s armed conflicts. “At least 440 
people were killed, and 18 injured, in 
clashes between warring groups that 
occurred between June and September 
2021,” it said. “At least 64 civilians were 
subjected to conflict-related sexual 
violence, including a 13-year-old girl 
who was gang-raped to death [and] 
some 80,000 people were also forced 
to flee their homes.”



NEWS ANALYSIS

On the face of it, the resolution at the 
United Nations General Assembly 

was not especially controversial. It 
condemned Russia’s “aggression against 
Ukraine”, and demanded that Russia 
withdraw all its troops immediately. 

Russia invaded Ukraine last week, 
sending troops across the border in an 
attempt to seize control of an independent, 
sovereign state. Despite what Russia’s 
sophisticated disinformation efforts may 
say, this attack was unprovoked.

Of the General Assembly’s 193 
members, 141 voted to censure Russia, 
including some of this continent’s 
diplomatic heavyweights such as Kenya 
and Nigeria. But there were notable 
exceptions. Eritrea joined Russia, Belarus, 

North Korea and Syria in voting against 
the resolution. And 17 other African 
nations decided to abstain or sit the 
vote out entirely. Notable among the 
abstentions was South Africa.

Explaining the country’s position – 
which has been criticised within South 
Africa and by western governments – 
South Africa’s ambassador to the UN 
said the resolution “does not create an 
environment conducive for diplomacy, 
dialogue and mediation” and that South 
Africa should have been consulted on the 
text. The department for international 
relations stressed later that “abstaining ... 
doesn’t mean endorsing the war”.

But beyond the technicalities, it is 
more likely that realpolitik is at play. There 
is a sense among diplomats the world over 
that the international order as we now 
know it is crumbling. Who knows what 
will replace it? 

Amid the uncertainty, and with its 
own bitter experience of being caught 
between superpowers, South Africa is 
not rushing to pick a side. Nor is Uganda, 
which also abstained. The East African 
country is about to assume the presidency 
of the Non-Aligned Movement. This 
organisation of developing world states 
was a moribund hangover from the 
Cold War. Suddenly, as the geopolitical 
tectonics shift around us, it is starting to 
look all too relevant. ■

Ukraine
South Africa 
is in no rush  
to pick a side
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Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine is bringing back 
memories of the Cold War 
– and some states are 
acting accordingly



Sidy Yansané

There has been little popular resistance 
to the coup that overthrew President 

Alpha Condé last year. In shredding 
the Constitution to secure a third term, 
Condé had overstayed his welcome, and 
few were sad to see him go. 

 But this is changing, with Mamady 
Doumbouya – the colonel-president who 
installed himself in power – now facing 
some uncomfortable questions.

“There is a desire to harm political 
leaders,” said Cellou Dalein Diallo, 
leader of the main opposition party. On 
28 February, the former prime minister 
and presidential candidate was evicted 
from his Conakry residence, which 
he purchased from the state in 1996. 
Another opposition leader, Sidya Touré, 
was evicted from his villa in the capital.

 The junta says that this is part of a 
broader campaign to reclaim state assets. 
The opposition leaders have denounced it 

as an injustice designed to weaken them. 
The issue sparked protests on the streets 
of suburban Conakry, followed by a brief 
clash with law enforcement.

 Another controversy was sparked by 
the junta’s decision to rename Conakry’s 
international airport to honour the 
country’s first president, Ahmed Sékou 
Touré. To some, Touré is a liberation hero, 
but to others he was a brutal dictator. 

Similarly, the return to the country 
of Captain Moussa Dadis Camara 
and General Sékouba Konaté – even 
though it was just for a few days – 
provoked widespread outrage. The pair 
masterminded the 2008 coup, and are 
allegedly responsible for the 2009 stadium 
massacre in which more than 150 people 
were killed and over 100 women raped.

 Human rights groups do not 
understand why Camara and Konate 
were not arrested. “We should have taken 
advantage of the presence of these two 
defendants to organise a trial in order 
to reconcile Guinea with itself,” said 
Halimatou Camara, a prominent lawyer 
and human rights activist.

Looming over all these issues, however, 
is the big question: when – or if – the 
junta will hand over power to a civilian 
government. So far, there has been no 
official timetable. “The junta must put 
an end to this distancing and come out 
of its ivory tower,” said political scientist 
Kabinet Fofana. ■

Guinea
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The junta’s 
honeymoon 
is over
Six months after seizing 
power, the junta faces its 
first proper opposition



Remember Donald Trump? The 
American individual of dubious 

claim to fame, whose gaffes, rants and 
bants on Twitter were merely entertaining 
until he actually got his hands on the 
nuclear codes? 

A similar scenario is playing out in 
Uganda. General Muhoozi Kainerugaba, 
son of President Yoweri Museveni, is 
given to tweeting random, sometimes 
incoherent, streams of thoughts at odd 
hours of the night. His fellow Ugandans 
on Twitter have taken to calling him “the 
tweeting general”.

At 3.35am on Monday, to the shock of 
European Union diplomats in the country, 
he tweeted: “The majority of mankind 
(that are non-white) support Russia’s 
stand in Ukraine. Putin is absolutely right! 
When the USSR parked nuclear armed 
missiles in Cuba in 1962 the West was 
ready to blow up the world over it. Now 
when Nato does the same they expect 
Russia to do differently?” 

Last November, two days after 
President Museveni had called a meeting 
of East African leaders to discuss the 
Tigray conflict in Ethiopia, Muhoozi 
tweeted: “Our great Tigrayan brothers 

cannot be defeated. They have an 
unconquerable spirit.” This appeared to 
undermine his father’s own diplomacy, 
which was intended to show “concern at 
the refusal by the Tigray group to engage 
in negotiations and reach a ceasefire”. 

Despite his own tendency to tweet 
the darndest things, Muhoozi is also 
currently in the eye of a public storm over 
use of torture and throttling free speech. 
Kakwenza Rukirabashaijja, a writer who 
called him “obese” and “pigheaded” on 
Twitter, was forcibly taken from his home 
by security operatives in late December 
and allegedly tortured several times in 
detention. He says that the torture was by 
members of the Special Forces Command 
– the presidential guard unit that reports 
to Muhoozi. ■

Uganda
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Meet the tweeting general
Museveni’s son appears to have taken a page from 

Donald Trump’s playbook for (ab)using social media



This week, Libya’s parliament approved 
a new cabinet announced by Fathi 

Bashagha, the prime minister designate. 
Bashagha was appointed on 10 February 
by the parliament, to replace Abdulhamid 
al-Dbeibah, who was installed in March 
2021. But Dbeibah isn’t going anywhere. 

He has yet to recognise Bashagha’s 
appointment, saying he would only hand 
power over to an elected government.

The stakes are high. Days before 
parliament approved Bashagha’s new 
cabinet, Dbeibah reportedly survived an 
assassination attempt, unharmed. His car 
was shot at in the capital Tripoli. 

For years, Libya was  split between 
two rival (east and west) administrations 
but in March 2021, as part of a UN-
backed process, Dbeibah’s transitional 
government was sworn in to replace 
them. He was tasked with delivering a 24 
December presidential election. 

It would have been the country’s first 
ever direct presidential ballot, but it was 
derailed by bitter disagreements over 
the legal framework within which it was 

being held. Libya has not had a national 
constitution since it was scrapped in 
1969 by the late Muammar Gaddafi, the 
longtime military dictator who was killed 
in the 2011 “Arab Spring” revolt.

 When the December election didn’t 
take place, a committee of parliament 
recommended a reshuffle of Dbeibah’s 
government, saying its mandate had 
ended nonetheless.

The current rift threatens a return to 
the stalemate of the past decade. Armed 
groups supporting each side have been 
mobilising in the capital. The parliament 
is based in the east, while Dbeibah’s 
government sits in the capital Tripoli, to 
the west of the country. ■

Libya
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Another ugly 
pothole on the 
road to a new 
government

Nope: Fathi Bashagha is the prime 
minister designate but his predecessor 
has not vacated office. Photo: Twitter/
Fathi_Bashagha



Jeffrey Moyo in Harare

Over the weekend, police and armed 
youths linked to the ruling party 

descended on opposition supporters 
at two rallies in Zimbabwe’s Midlands 
Province – killing one, injuring many, 
and drenching crowds with tear gas and 
water cannisters.  

Midlands is the home turf of 
the country’s president, Emmerson 
Mnangagwa. Nelson Chamisa, leader of 
the newly-rebranded opposition party, 
CCC – Citizens’ Coalition for Change –
was in the province and campaigned in 
two areas: Gokwe and Kwekwe. 

The violence started in Gokwe, at the 
first rally on Saturday. Police engaged in 
running battles with villagers who were 
waiting to be addressed by Chamisa but 
instead found themselves sprayed with 
tear gas and clobbered with batons.

On Sunday, CCC took its campaign 
rally to Kwekwe, over 100km from 

Gokwe but still in the Midlands Province, 
where, again, the police met the party’s 
supporters with violence. Nonetheless, 
opposition supporters flocked to the town 
to attend the rally at Mbizo 4 Shopping 
Centre to hear Chamisa speak. Then, 
armed with machetes, spears, sjamboks 
and rocks, a gang of violent young men 
stormed the rally.  

In the violence that this gang rained 
upon the crowd, Mboneni Ncube, a 
35-year-old opposition supporter, was 
killed with a spear. Many more were 
injured. Fadzayi Mahere, the CCC 
spokesperson, told The Continent that 17 
people were hospitalised as a result of the 
attack. 

Groups of young men armed in this 
way who attack civilian gatherings are 
typically linked to Zimbabwe’s ruling 
party, Zanu-PF – the Zimbabwe African 
National Union Patriotic Front.  But 
Chris Mutsvangwa, the Zanu-PF national 
spokesperson distanced his party from 

Zimbabwe
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New opposition party faces 
the same old dirty tricks

Wielding machetes and rocks, a gang of young men 
stormed opposition rallies, killing one person and 

injuring many more. Just days later, 11 of the 16 people 
arrested for the violence were already out of jail.



the violence. “You cannot always blame 
Zanu-PF for other political parties’ 
clashes. We were only focused on our own 
rallies, which were peaceful.” 

While addressing supporters 
in Kwekwe, Chamisa insisted that 
Mnangagwa, as leader of Zanu-PF as 
well as being president, was ultimately 
responsible. “When you see this kind of 
violence, you know it comes from the 
leadership. It reflects the type of leaders 
we have as a country,” said Chamisa. “The 
fish rots from the head.” 

The day before, while police were 
dispersing opposition supporters in 
Gokwe with tear gas, Mnangagwa held a 
rally in Kwekwe without incident.

The campaigns by Zimbabwe’s two 
major political forces, the Zanu-PF and 
CCC, come ahead of the scheduled by-
elections for 133 parliamentary and 
council positions, which were made 
vacant when legislators and councillors 

linked to Chamisa were fired from their 
positions.

Sixteen members of the assailants were 
arrested on Sunday but by Tuesday, 11 
had been released. Only five have been 
formally charged with public violence and 
Ncube’s murder at the Kwekwe rally. In a 
statement, the Zimbabwe Human Rights 
NGO Forum, said: “Police did not give 
reasons for releasing the 11 facing such a 
serious crime.”

On Tuesday, men in pick-up trucks 
thought (though not confirmed) 
to belong to Zimbabwe’s Central 
Intelligence Organisation reportedly 
stormed the funeral of the slain CCC 
supporter, Ncube, in Kwekwe, chasing 
away opposition members, including 
former opposition legislator Settlement 
Chikwinya. A flabbergasted CCC 
politician, Job Sikhala, asked: “How 
on earth do you hijack the body of the 
deceased and make the funeral yours?” ■

Chaos: The 
aftermath of an 
opposition rally that 
was interrupted by 
violence. Photo: Via 
CCC Nelson Chamisa
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As a new United Nations climate report 
makes clear, climate change is already 

destroying livelihoods across Africa. This 
will only get worse as polluting countries 
refuse to act fast enough to change their 
way of life. A lot of people will die as a 
result.  

The United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change is the 
organising body for all things climate 
change. It oversees the negotiations that 
gave us the 2015 Paris climate agreement. 
This commits countries to doing what they 
can to keep global warming to below 1.5°C 
(the world is already over 1°C hotter). 

It also curates mega reports on climate 
science, telling us how humans are heating 
the world, what impact that is having and 
what impact it will likely have. Some 700 
scientists volunteered their time to the 
latest such report, released this week.

The climate crisis, it says, will 
exacerbate “historical and ongoing 
patterns of inequality such as colonialism”. 

Africa is responsible for 3% of carbon 
emissions. The United States has emitted 
20% of all the pollution since 1850. 

At least 110,000 more people will die 
on the continent each year by 2050. From 
West Africans facing 110 days a year over 
40°C by 2060 to 17-million Africans 
forced to migrate as ecosystems collapse, 

all the costs are huge. And this damage is 
already happening. In the past decade, the 
number of people dying because of floods, 
droughts and storms in countries like 
Mozambique and Nigeria was 15 times 
higher than in polluter countries, like 
Canada. Africa’s economy is thought to 
have grown by 14% less than it otherwise 
would have without climate change, 
between 1990 and 2010.

 Adapting to this would cost $17 per 
African per year, or at least $15-billion a 
year. Throughout climate negotiations, 
polluters have promised to support those 
affected by their pollution (though they 
refuse to explicitly take responsibility), to 
the tune of $100-billion per year.  

That’s a lot of money. Except nobody 
has seen any of it.

When the northern hemisphere wants 
to, it can find this money pretty quickly 
– as we’ve seen in their response to the 
financial crash of 2008, the Covid-19 
pandemic and the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine. So why are we being left to foot 
the bill for a looming catastrophe that we 
did not cause? ■

Rich countries ruined the 
world and stuck us with the bill

Editorial 13The Continent 
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At least 110,000 more 
people will die on the 

continent each year by 2050



The climate crisis  
has hit West Africa 
hard. It will get worse.
As sea levels rise, rainfall becomes more unpredictable and soaring 
temperatures make life unbearable – and deadly. That’s increasingly 
true for all of Africa, but new research shows that the continent’s most 
populous region, and especially its mega-cities, will suffer the most.
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Sipho Kings

From Dakar to Freetown, Abidjan 
(pictured), Accra and Lagos, West 

African cities are locked into a seriously 
difficult future thanks to the continued 
carbon pollution of wealthy countries. As 
drought, floods and violence drive people 
into these coastal cities, they’re becoming 
intense examples of how climate change 
exacerbates existing problems. 

The UN’s big climate report, released 
this week and running to over 3,000 
pages, has a chapter dedicated to Africa. 
This also looks at the continent’s main 
regions. Its warnings for West Africa are 
the most urgent. 

More than half of the continent’s 
population live in big cities like Lagos, now 
home to some 15-million people. People 
are being driven to these cities because 
agriculture – a source of livelihoods for up 
to 80% of people in countries like Burkina 
Faso – is failing. 

Rainfall has become less predictable 
and droughts harsher. This is not evenly 
distributed: West Africa is getting wetter 
in the east and drier in the west. When 
that rain does fall it is in violent spells that 
strip topsoil and ruin crops. Those crops 
are also giving less food, with the yield 
from a staple like maize now 6% lower 
than in the 1960s. 

For people that rely on livestock, often 
already denied access to political power 
and decision-making platforms, hotter 
temperatures mean grazing land is being 
overtaken by shrubs and trees. The pests 
that kill cattle and goats are roaming 
further west and north.

Burning issues
Working outside is also becoming more 
difficult. West Africa is already more than 
a degree warmer than it was a century 
ago. It will likely get a degree hotter by 
the middle of this century. And that’s in a 
best-case – and highly unlikely – scenario 
where average global temperature 
increases by just 1.5°C this century.

Since the 1960s, the number of 
days above 35°C in the region has kept 
increasing. The number of very hot nights 
has also increased. In the past 20 years, 
heatwaves have become hotter and longer 
than they were in the 20 years before that. 
Children born now will live through five 
times more heatwaves in Abidjan than 
those born in the 1960s. 

A sea change
By 2060, more than 110 days a year will be 
hotter than 40°C. If global temperatures 
increase at closer to 2°C, there will be 35% 
more heatwaves and they will be 37% 
stronger than at 1.5°C of heating.  

The Paris climate agreement saw 
countries commit to the former and aspire 
to the latter, thanks to the insistence of 
African states. 

While there is no data specifically for 
West Africa, the UN report says GDP 
per person for the continent as a whole 
was 14% less between 1990 and 2010 as a 
result of climate change. 

Less money means less buying power. 
When people live in cities, and can no 
longer grow crops, they need money to 
buy food to stay alive. External shocks 
– like the war in Ukraine, which has 
increased maize prices by over 10% – then 
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add pressure on top of this. 
For these coastal cities, fish becomes a 

major source of protein and people’s iron 
intake. In the best-case climate scenario, 
the number of fish caught could drop by 
up to 40%. 

That’s thanks to hotter oceans, 
which drives fish north to the water  
temperatures they’re evolved to live 
in. And this is without factoring in the 
existing danger of overseas fishing fleets 
stripping local oceans. 

The cities of the future
Put together, this means people are 
increasingly relying on cities to solve all 
sorts of problems. 

But those cities are repeating the same 
development mistakes. The report says 
efforts to adapt to climate change – and 
this is universally true – have been small, 
slow and “designed to respond to current 

impacts or near-term climate change 
risks”.  

Cities, for example, are stripping away 
wetlands, mangrove forests and other 
natural ecosystems that are really good 
at slowing down floodwaters and storm 
surges. Sometimes cement alternatives, 
like the more than 6km of sea barrier 
being built around Eko Atlantic in Lagos, 
seek to replicate those functions. They 
aren’t as effective. Or as cheap. 

That new city is also built for those with 
wealth. People forced to move to cities 
tend to end up on the periphery, with 
some 59% of African city dwellers now 
living in informal settlements. This is land 

No escape: Even refuges 
for the ultra-rich, like the 
Eko Atlantic development 

in Lagos, will feel the 
effects of climate change. 

Photo: Eko Atlantic
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In the best case climate 
scenario, the number of 
fish caught could drop 

by up to 40%
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that was not used for other development 
and can be a floodplain. These areas also 
don’t get access to formal development, 
like water and sanitation infrastructure. 
And temperatures inside a zinc home are 
up to 5°C hotter than outside. 

But, because the world is heating and 
the polluters won’t take responsibility, 
these cities (and countries) have to 
respond. 

All is not lost – yet
The UN report says this has to be with 
a focus on communities and existing, 
indigenous knowledge systems. 
Complicated problems need a diversity 
of views to help solve them. It’ll mean 
more investment in public services, like 
education and healthcare, so people are 
better able to handle extremes. It’ll mean 
more green spaces and wetlands in cities, 

so they can regulate extreme rainfall and 
also provide cleaner air.  

Crucially, it will mean investing 
in irrigation so farmers don’t rely on 
unpredictable rainfall to grow food. And 
it will mean making it easier for people 
to send money between countries, so 
families can help each other and those 
around them.  

The overall report ends with a warning 
of how the time to act is short: “Any 
further delay … will miss a brief and 
rapidly closing window of opportunity to 
secure a liveable and sustainable future 
for all.” The alternative will see cities with 
massive populations facing simultaneous, 
extreme events thanks to climate change, 
layered on top of the existing failures of 
governance and basic humanity.  

This will be bad everywhere. It’ll be 
particularly bad in West Africa. ■

Empty nets: Even in the best 
case scenario fish stocks 
will decline by 40%. Photo: 

Efe Kurnaz/Unsplash



So the West is capable of 
showing empathy – but only if 
you are blonde and blue-eyed

Karsten Noko

“T his isn’t a place, with all due 
respect, like Iraq or Afghanistan 

that has seen conflict raging for decades. 
This is a relatively civilised, relatively 
European – I have to choose those words 
carefully too – city, where you wouldn’t 
expect that or hope that it’s going to 
happen.” (NBC)

“I feel emotional because I see 
European people with blue eyes and 
blonde hair being killed.” (BBC)

“These are not people trying to get 
away from areas in North Africa, they 
look like any European family that you 
would live next door to.” (Al Jazeera)

Much of the international media 
coverage and commentary about the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine has been 
blatantly racist. The quotes above are 
just the starkest examples, but it is also 
evident in the sheer volume of attention 
that international publications and 
broadcasters are giving to this particular 
war. People have more value, apparently, 
if they are blue-eyed and blonde-haired. 

The corollary, unspoken but unmistak-

able, is that people have less value if they 
are dark-skinned. The pain, suffering and 
death caused by wars in places like Yemen, 
Iraq and the Sahel are less deserving of the 
world’s attention and empathy.

As the Foreign Press Association 
Africa, a network of African journalists, 
observed in a strongly-worded statement: 
“People who are not white are not more 
innately prone and habituated to violence 
and suffering. People who are not white 
are no less civil or incapable of solving 
conflict.”

It’s not just the media. African students 
studying in Ukraine experienced similarly 
hostile attitudes at the border with Poland, 
when they tried to flee the fighting 
along with hundreds of thousands of 
Ukrainians. Many Africans were denied 
entry to “Fortress Europe”, because they 
do not hold the appropriate visa. But the 
borders magically opened for Ukrainians: 
they are being given a three-year visa to 
live and work in the EU, without even 
needing to apply for asylum.

In the EU, the treatment of refugees 
appears to be dictated not by the nature 
of the threat from which they flee, but by 
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Only some refugees fleeing Ukraine are finding 
kindness and safety in EU countries.



their identity and race. And even though 
this conflict has nothing to do with Africa, 
the Africans who are caught up in it are 
still being treated as second-class citizens.

In fact, the swift response of the 
European Union – and the western world 
in general – to the Ukrainian refugee 
crisis just shows what is possible when 
leaders treat refugees as human beings, 
instead of leaving them to die on boats in 
the Mediterranean; or paying autocrats 
to keep them away, like the EU does in 
Sudan and Turkey.

In recent days, Ukraine’s neighbour 
Poland has opened its borders to 
Ukrainians and even provided services 
such as accommodation, transport and 
food. This is, frankly, the minimum that 
is expected of any state, and is in line with 
Poland’s obligations under international 

law. So why have these same policies not 
been extended to the thousands of asylum 
seekers from countries such as Syria, 
Afghanistan, the Democratic Republic of 
Congo and Cameroon, who have since 
June 2021 been trapped in inhumane 
conditions along the Poland-Belarus 
border without access to water, heating 
and healthcare?

They, too, are fleeing violence. They, 
too, are human beings. In failing to 
recognise that, and in repeating tropes 
that value some lives above others, we 
don’t just dehumanise others – we also 
dehumanise ourselves.  ■
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Karsten Noko is a humanitarian aid worker 
from Zimbabwe. A lawyer by training, 
he has worked in a number of countries 
affected by armed conflict.

Kicked to the kerb: Students from African countries studying in Ukraine, left in the 
lurch at the Medyka border with Poland. Photo: Wojtek Radwanski/AFP



The theme of next week’s International 
Women’s Day (8 March) is 

#BreakTheBias. As we celebrate progress, 
let’s remind ourselves of a persistent bias 
with lifelong consequences – in education. 
On average across 34 countries surveyed 
by Afrobarometer in 2019/2021, women 
are still less likely than men to have formal 
schooling (a gap of six percentage points) 
and to have post-secondary education (a 
five point gap). Only in Tunisia do more 
women  have higher education (an eight 
point advantage). But 22 countries record 
significant deficits (of more than three 
percentage points) for women, ranging 
up to 10 points in Botswana, Côte d’Ivoire, 
and Guinea.

Among adults without schooling, 
Lesotho is the exception with significantly 
fewer women than men. Twelve 
other countries show no significant 
disadvantage for women. But 21 countries 
do, including double-digit gaps in Benin 
(19 points), Guinea (18 points), and seven 
other countries. These gaps don’t seem 
insurmountable. But the disadvantage 
in formal schooling persists even among 
18- to 25-year-olds (a six-point deficit), 
so clearly our schoolwork is not yet done.

#BreakTheBias 
in our schools

Gender gaps in post-secondary 
education and lack of formal schooling | 
34 African countries | 2019/2021
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No formal 
education

Percentage-point differences between men 
and women in proportions reporting post-
secondary education (yellow bars) and no 
formal education (orange bars). Negative 
numbers indicate fewer women than men.

Post-secondary 
education

Data

Source: Afrobarometer, a non-partisan African research network that conducts 
nationally representative surveys on democracy, governance, and quality of life.  
Face-to-face interviews with 1,200-2,400 people in each country yield results with a 
margin of error of +/- 2 to 3 percentage points.



Marvel Studios’ movie adaptations of popular comic 
books made superheroes cool. A new generation of 
Southern African filmmakers has set out to do the 

same for African comic culture.

21

Welcome to the Silver Age 
of African superheroes

ENTERTAINMENT

Bill Masuku

Every good superhero comic has an 
origin story. Ours begins in South 

Africa, where African comic book heroes 
have been in publication from as early as 
the 1970s. But there’s a catch, however: 
these early heroes were sponsored by the 
apartheid government, who published a 
disinformation comic called Mighty Man.

The “hero” was a black policeman who 
had been injected with secret alien serum, 
which gave him superhuman speed and 
strength. The comic featured his crime-
solving exploits in black neighbourhoods. 
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‘Sploitation: Mighty Man got his power 
from aliens and the apartheid state.

Illustration: 
Bill Masuku
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Presumably, the intention was to soften 
the image of the notoriously brutal 
apartheid police force and cultivate 
respect for authority.

Things changed.
The decade between 2000 and 2010 

was the golden age for southern African 
superheroes. It saw several independent 
artists self-publish micro-publications 
of colourful costumed crusaders from 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa. 
The peak of this Golden Age, but certainly 
not the end of it, was the breakout success 
of the South African superhero Kwezi.

Kwezi was created by Loyiso Mkize 
and Clyde Beech, both formerly on 
the internationally acclaimed Supa 
Strikaz football comic, who combined 
their skills to craft a character that was 
fantastical and authentic. Kwezi discovers 
his superpowers – superhuman strength 
and flight – on the streets of “Gold City”, 
modelled on Johannesburg. These were 

comic books of the highest production 
quality.

Now, as our golden heroes leap from 
page to silver screens, we enter a new age. 
The silver age, so to speak. 

One of the earliest productions to 
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kick off the era was Jongo, which aired on 
DStv in 2016. In foreign hands, action TV 
colour-grades African locations (usually 
Egypt or an unnamed village) with a 
yellow filter to highlight the “developing 
nation” circumstances.  Jongo’s Africa 
was different: it had a combination 
of suburban architecture, high tech 
gadgetry and beautiful sweeping location 
shots of the Cradle of Humankind in 
Johannesburg and Victoria Falls in 
Zimbabwe. Sadly, Jongo went largely 
unnoticed and was cancelled after one 
season. It is now available on Amazon’s 
Prime Video service. 

The series directors, Gareth Crocker 
and Fred Wolmarans, didn’t quit. A 
few years later they created Shadow, a 
supernatural action hero. Their show 
was the second South African original 
series in Netflix’s investment in African 
content. Having been struck by lightning, 
our superhero Shadow is unable to feel 
pain, an ability he uses to dish out his own 
brand of vigilante justice. 

Shadow told an authentic South 

African story with a wide palette of 
accents, cultures, and interwoven 
storylines that mirrored common 
struggles of everyday South Africa. 
Crocker and Wolmarans have begun to 
crack the formula for what makes a great 
on-screen African hero. 

Zimbabwe’s Captain Mfombi takes the 
formula and adds a unique local flavour to 
the mix: a nod to the country’s economic 
climate. Set in the high-density suburb of 
Mufakose in Zimbabwe, the YouTube web 
series’s hero, saves the day “one menial 
task at a time” as the creators say. 

Captain Mfombi got his powers in an 
electrical failure that is all too common in 
that setting: he got zapped while changing 
a lightbulb. His powers are flying, strength 
and, yes, electric power. A good day’s save 
might be flying to a stranded motorist to 
spark their car battery back to life. 

Outside of comedy, the Captain 
Mfombi series is set apart from the others 
by language. While the South African 
productions are primarily in English, 
the majority of the dialogue in Captain 
Mfombi is in Shona. It accentuates the 
jokes and brings on the cultural flair.

The silver age of African superheroes 
is only just beginning. These stories lay 
the groundwork to others to come to a 
screen near you. Each one will push the 
formula for a good African superhero 
even further.  ■ 

Bill Masuku is a Zimbabwean comic book 
artist and writer. He is the creator of 
Welcome to Dead World and Captain South 
Africa.



Jacqueline Nyathi

Disruption is an anthology from Short 
Story Day Africa, chosen from 

submissions to its annual competition 
from around the continent. This year’s 
anthology has been published as an 
e-book, featuring stories on the theme of 
disruption – “especially but not limited to 
climate and environ[mental] disruption”. 

The result is a wonderful collection 
of stories, ranging from the tale of a girl 
who gathers rivers in her body, in The Girl 
Named Uku/phaza/mi/se/ka by Philisiwe 
Twijnstra, to one who gathers the rain in 
her locs, in Five Years Next Sunday by Idza 
Luhumuyo, the winner of the 2019/2020 
Short Story Day Africa prize. 

Other great stories include Static by 
Alithnayn Abdulkareem, about a person 
who migrates from an uninhabitable Earth 
due to oxygen starvation, dehydration 
and drought, which are exacerbated by 
colonial exploitation of her home. She 
leaves her lover behind, and marries a 
coloniser. In Laatlammer, by J S Louw, a 
woman hides her son from her neighbour 
because of a one-child policy. The story 
is told from the boy’s perspective. In 
Shelter, by Mbozi Haimbe, a mother tries 
desperately to find shelter from a corrosive 

Short stories 
of disruption 
stand tall

dust storm. Lycaon Pictus by Liam 
Brickhill, is about resource competition 
in a time of climate devastation. Before 
the Rains Came by Nadia Ahidjo is on 
resilience and saviourism in the Sahel. The 
Girl Who Laughed by Doreen Anyango 
tells the story of a climate refugee and 
orphan who ends up an abused, exploited 
domestic worker in Oman, dreaming of 
the mountains of home.

With stories from across Africa, from 
Libya, Uganda, Cameroon, Zimbabwe, 
South Africa, Sierra Leone, Zambia, 
Kenya, Botswana and elsewhere, 
Disruption is excellent, full of imagination, 
and, like in all of the best literature, great 
social commentary. ■
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1_Muammar Gaddafi 
was leader of which 
country?
2_In which country is the 
cedi currency used?
3_Nollywood refers to 
which country’s film 
industry?
4_Which countries form 
part of BRICS?
5_ Lake Victoria in 
Uganda is the source of 
which majestic river?
6_ True or false: Tajine is 
a southern African dish.
7_Asmara is the capital 
of which country?

8_Melilla is an 
autonomous Spanish city 
on the border of which 
African country?
9_Olembe Stadium, also 
called Paul Biya Stadium, 
is located in which 
country?
10_Is Eswatini a republic 
or a kingdom?

TH
E Q

UI
Z

0-3
“I think I need to 

start reading more 
newspapers.”

4-7
“I can’t wait to 

explore more of 
this continent.”

8-10
“Won't be long 

before a stadium  
is named after  

me, too”

Would you like to send us some quiz questions 
or even curate your own quiz? Let us know at 

TheContinent@mg. co.za
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WhatsApp ‘ANSWERS’ to 
+27 73 805 6068 and we’ll 
send the answers to you!

HOW DID I DO?

Photo: Khaled 
Desouki /AFP



The scourge of 
popular coups 
across Africa
Mwita Chacha

The recent spate of coups in Africa 
has generated considerable attention 

and concern. We should be particularly 
concerned about the rise of “popular 
coups”, or coups that seem to have mass 
support from affected publics. 

To prevent further countries going 
down a similar path, regional bodies 
such as the African Union and the 
Economic Community of West African 
States (Ecowas) must start to work 
more proactively in order to tackle the 
conditions that bring such military 
interventions about. 

Several recent cases follow the “popular 
coup” script, including Mali, Guinea 
and Burkina Faso. As expected, the AU 
and Ecowas have responded to these 
coups in line with their policies against 
unconstitutional changes of government. 

While commendable and more 
powerful than the response of other 
international actors, these organisations 
have failed to address the factors 
that provided the pretext for military 
intervention in the first place.

In other words, we need the AU and 
Ecowas to interpret their commitments 
to constitutional rule more broadly to 

prevent unpopular leaders from trying 
to set themselves up as presidents for life. 

Too often, the efforts of leaders to 
secure third terms – and popular protests 
against such power grabs – are ignored 
at the regional level. It is in part because 
citizens do not feel that their concerns 
are being heard that they are willing to 
endorse coups that remove illegitimate 
leaders. 

To mitigate coups, and particularly 
those that seem to have popular support, 
there is a need to fully and consistently 
apply the AU’s policy of rejecting 
unconstitutional changes of government. 
By targeting incumbent abuse of power, 
the AU and Ecowas can send a strong 
signal to domestic constituents of 
their commitment to good governance 
and democracy and a warning shot to 
incumbents and would-be abusers of 
power that such threats to constitutional 
rule will not go unpunished.

Such external pressure has the potential 
to motivate reforms and dampen popular 
support for military intervention. ■
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Mwita Chacha is an assistant professor in 
international relations at the 
University of Birmingham, UK. 
This analysis was produced in 
collaboration with Democracy 
in Africa

We need the AU and 
ECOWAS to define 

their commitments to 
constitutional rule



When not in Rome: Young Ethiopians perform during the celebration of the 
126th victory of Adwa, at Menelik Square in Addis Ababa. The Battle of Adwa 

was the climactic battle of the First Italo-Ethiopian War. On 1 March 1896, 
Ethiopian fighters defeated the Italian invading force, near the town of Adwa. 
The decisive victory thwarted the campaign of the Kingdom of Italy to expand 

its colonial empire in the Horn of Africa. Photo: Amanuel Sileshi/AFP
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THE BIG PICTURE
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